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About This Game

This is a classic Chinese fantasy 2D action game, based on Chinese history, mythology with a dash of surrealism in the mix.

Story background

At the beginning of the Warring States Period, Tian, an officer under Duke Kang of Qi, set a trap that killed the Duke, exiled Ji,
the younger princess, and put Shu, the elder princess, under house arrest. This event established the Tian family as the ruler of

Qi.

Ji tried to seek justice, but failed repeatedly. During her journey, she encountered ancient deities like Hou Yi and Jingwei, who
helped her obtain the powers of Soul Slivers, and eventually returned to the Palace to finish what she started.

As the dust settled, Ji realized this was the beginning of a new world...

Features

- Unique art style with mysterious Chinese elements.
- Fluid combat experience and style that's easy to learn but difficult to master.

- The Soul Sliver system adds depth and changes the pace, making combat more exciting.
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Title: Bladed Fury
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
NEXT Studios
Publisher:
NEXT Studios
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: i3 Sandy Bridge Dual Core or Equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Controller recommended

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Korean
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Love this game! Lower, camber, paint, engine swaps, lots of tranny upgrades, and a whole store you walk around and pick parts
which you can then put on to your car to see how it looks before you purchase. Reminded me of car mechanic except alot more
exciting! Races and lots of upgrades, also an online game so your racing other player tring to build there dream ride as well. Will
probably post a game play video soon check out my channel and sub to stay tuned. Thanks! 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-DoECg7MkFaobAToUMXAXg. I don't recommend this game because I can't even play
it, due to errors: video is offset and unchangeable, and the game has some problem with OpenAL that crashes the game as well.
Seems others are having similar issues--see the Steam forums for this game. Some of the issues may be specific to people with
Intel HD3000 Graphics.. I love this game, classic, totally chill but intense too.. poor game cant figure it out the point or how to
play
. This is an absolute great indie game, EXTREMLY challenging, yet simple. I love the fact that you can customise your own
charater. Haven't quite been able to play with the level editor but i exspect it will be just as good as the main campain. Final
thought, Expect to rage! Highly Recommend this to anyone. Great Game. Wonderful game, unique and deep. Just imagine your
ordinary RPG but you don't fight against orcs and goblins but against sorrows and guilts.. For the price an excellent V.R.
investment, if you like to just shoot hoops. Your throw is adjustable so if you want a more realistic feel or if you want assistance
in throw force. I have an outdoor basketball hoop, it gets covered with snow in the winter this doesnt feel to far off from the real
thing best part is I dont have to chase the ball down the frickin driveway.. Really impressed with the speed and usablity of the
program. . . . . . Until i fired my pc up today after the driver refresh from said app and the rAMD notice pops up with you driver
& ui dont match please try again after updating ???????????????????????????????????
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i love this time of year it is worth buying. Doesn't work.... The islands are nice, Sacrifial island especially, but some items are
bugged. Namely, i can see environment through joints of Drake outfit.. Has quite the potential to be something great! I'm a bit
of a sucker for flight sims and this game has some interesting mechanics with the flight modules. I haven't had enough time to
dive into the building process yet, but it seems simple enough, but has just the right amount of complication with the economy.

Overall, I would love to see where this game would go!. There are some pretty frustrating aspects to be found in this game, but
for the price it's a solid purchase for a horror enthusiast. It will probably take you 1-2 hours to fully complete.

Following instructions from a phone found in your office, you'll explore the building looking for a way to escape a strange force
that seems to be following you. In doing so, you'll check computers, find items, hide under desks, climb through vents and
anything else you can do to solve some basic environmental puzzles and survive. The game offers little in the way of
handholding (outside of the messages on your phone), so you'll need to use your own initiative and imagination to get out of
some of the bad situations you'll be faced with.

The game uses the unreal engine fairly well creating a nice looking, detailed office environment to explore. FPS performance
and loading times were great throughout my own experience. My only real complaint as far as this goes is that I think the game
is far too dark in some areas. If there are no nearby light sources you'll be staring at a completely black screen quite often. I
recommend sliding the gamma right up.

The audio leaves a little to be desired as you'll be treated to a range of sounds from your surroundings and... Whatever the hell is
following you, but I couldn't help wanting a little more to increase my immersion and terror. It's currently quite basic, but it
works.

Story-wise, you'll have to check nearby computer terminals and check on your colleagues e-mail to piece the story together. It's
fairly interesting, but I have to say I was a little disappointed with the conclusion.

There are currently a few bugs and glitches to be found within the game, but no more than you would expect to see from an
indie game with a small team behind it. Nothing game-breaking to worry about.

Overall I would say it's worth a go if you're a horror fan. If you're not, then I would suggest looking elsewhere. It's nothing that
new and it won't blow your mind, but it's not a bad way to spend an hour or two.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zLDfsRGYiu8. it is a little bit short but overall it is great. Dense atmostphere and
environment, great story and some cute throg.
9.5\/10. This is one of the most truly scary games I've played in a long time. No jump scares. Actual fear creeps into your mind.
It's good. The graphics are beautiful and the atmosphere is breathtaking.. Incredibly lame. The "tutorial" explains nothing other
than turning, moving in the one direction, and turning on your flashlight. Somehow you're supposed to guess how to actually
play the rest of the game. You'd think they would have included opening the door at the end of the hallways or an explanation of
how to deal with the various "monsters." That said, the monsters are extremely lame, like what you would expect a four year old
to come up with.

Graphics: Also lame. The design of the monsters is one thing but they also look very poor for what you assume the creator was
trying to go for. Blocky and clunky. The alleys look the same and are so small, it's a wonder they had to use load screens
between them.

Gameplay: Aside from the fact you're pretty much tossed in without any explanation of how to do anything, there's practically
none. Go to the end of the hallway and you're done. Avoid monsters with no explanation of how which leaves you guessing
different things to do and see if it works. This leads to many "jump scares" but after the first one, you pretty much don't care.
Your flashlight shuts off after 3 seconds or so which is super annoying, It's also super clunky in that you can't use the mouse to
just look around. Instead you have to go to a certain range in the doorways to be able to turn to your left or right. Your turn-
around button is also a Push and hold feature. So you might turn to see a monster, let go of the key for whatever reason, and
then it snaps you back around and "jump scare" death.

So pretty much this game is just awful. People want to compare it to FNAF but that's not accurate. FNAF had a story behind it
and it spelled out pretty quick what you could do and how to survive. "Well it's inspired, not a copy." you say. Fair enough. Like
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how an ice cream shop could "inspire" a toddler to imitate the experience using play-doh.
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